
TERRITORIAL CONTINUITY 
TO/FROM CALABRIA

Form for accessing the reduced fare for non-resident passengers traveling for work purposes.

The passenger must present this declaration at boarding, along with a copy of a valid identification document. In the event 
that the passenger boards without this declaration, or with an incomplete or non-conforming declaration, the airline may 
deny boarding unless the price difference between the paid ticket and the higher ticket price for non-resident passengers 
at the time of boarding is paid.

This form must be completed in print, preferably on a computer, without errors and/or erasures, clearly and accurately.

Airport staff, in accordance with current regulations, will carry out appropriate checks, including random checks, to verify 
the truthfulness of the declarations made. Passengers who benefit from the tariff advantage provided for residents are 
advised to keep documentation attesting to their travel in order to allow for subsequent verification. Under Article 76 of 
Presidential Decree No. 445/2000, anyone who issues false declarations is punishable under the penal code and special 
laws on the matter.

SELF-DECLARATION OF A NOTORIOUS FACT.
Pursuant to Article 47 of Presidential Decree No. 445 of December 28, 2000, aware of the criminal penalties provided for in Article 76 of the same 
Presidential Decree 445/2000 for cases of false statements and declarations as indicated therein, and knowledgeable about the provisions of Article 
75 of the same Presidential Decree 445/2000 concerning the forfeiture of benefits that may result from measures based on untrue declarations.

The undersigned born on date at residing at

street nr. with domicile at

Identified by means of (indicate type of document)

issued by on date expiring on date

Declares
- not to be resident in the Region Calabria and to be travelling for work-related purposes.
- to have purchased a ticket for a flight:

         from the airport of:        to the airport of:

         Departure Flight date     Rome   Crotone
    Crotone Rome

         Return Flight Flight date     Rome   Crotone
    Crotone Rome

nr.
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- that the journey is motivated by the following proven work-related needs.

(Specifying the work activity and the day(s) it will take place is MANDATORY, otherwise the certification will not be valid    ):

- that the work activity can be verified at

(Specifying the name of the company, organisation, or other legal entity/individual with whom the work activity will take place is 
MANDATORY, otherwise the certification will not be valid):

Date

Signature

Located in Street

n. Phone E-mail

- that the flight booking reference number (PNR) is as follows (to be inserted after ticket purchase):
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